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FROM THE CHAIR
Timetabling now and the future
Last month saw the introduction of another temporary timetable, implemented on 25th January, in order to arrest
industry losses as a result of greatly reduced demand. The main changes for the North Cheshire Line being
reduced Transport for Wales (TfW) off-peak frequency to Manchester (2 hourly) in addition to the previous
reductions to Liverpool Lime St (also now 2 hourly). Northern have also reduced services (see below) and all
services terminate at Chester as before.
The restoration of ‘normal’ services in our area has a great deal of uncertainty to it. Transport for the North (TfN)
together with Network Rail are currently running a consultation on all services into Manchester, the results of
which could have far reaching consequences for future services.
Essentially stemming from the non-delivery of long promised infrastructure upgrades to the Castlefield Corridor
in Manchester, re-timetabling is viewed as the only short-term solution for when services return to some sort of
normalcy. This consultation shouldn’t be dismissed as merely a sticking plaster though; there is clear signalling
that the old days of train operators bidding for the ‘lolly scramble’ of network access on an individual basis are
gone. This is clear attempt at a holistic regional view taking account of the needs of all communities irrespective
of the branding on the local train.
There are several options being proposed, all of which result in reduction of frequency through this notorious
pinch point, either by way of re-routing or a simple paring back of services. All 3 options involve a level of pain
for the region and some directly to the North Cheshire Line through Helsby, Frodsham and Runcorn East, though
there are also some opportunities presented within. Looking at the implications for us, in turn…
Option A:
Current TfW services to Manchester Piccadilly and Manchester Airport run through to Stalybridge via Victoria.
Option B:
No significant change for us; Manchester Piccadilly and Airport services are maintained at roughly pre-pandemic
frequency although there are service reductions elsewhere in the network which put other communities at a
disadvantage.
Option C:
The most extreme of the 3 options proposed (also, on paper, providing the greatest reduction of delays) involves
the current TfW services to Manchester Piccadilly being re-routed at Chester and using the Mid-Cheshire line to
Manchester on a semi-fast basis. Under this option, current Chester – Leeds services would run at ½ hourly
intervals (by Northern) via Manchester Victoria. The proposed stopping pattern with this service would include

Helsby, Frodsham and Runcorn East therefore those stations would have ½ hourly services to Leeds but with
the loss of direct services to Piccadilly and the airport. No mention has been made of Ellesmere Port.
What do the Train Operating Companies (TOCs) think? At a recent meeting with TfW concern was expressed
(by TfW) over the ability to run hourly services over the Mid-Cheshire Line in conjunction with the full Northern
service, along with limitations of single track line from Mouldsworth to Mickle Trafford. Closer inspection of this
point by committee member (and ex-railwayman) John Ryan has largely allayed the fears over Mid-Cheshire
Line capacity – that is assuming hourly rather than half-hourly Northern services on that line. I suspect the prime
concern of TfW’s is they would stand to lose what must surely be (in normal times) one of their most profitable
routes. NCRUG also raised the concern over the loss of the popular service providing direct access to North
Wales and were assured that TfW would endeavour to run Lime St – Llandudno services on an hourly basis in
2022, but without a firm commitment at this stage while the consultation outputs are pending. An interesting twist
with Option C is the future management of our local stations; currently this is performed by TfW who as an
organisation still don’t recognise the North Cheshire Community Rail Partnership. Northern, who already provide
the bulk of the funding for the partnership, might be more proactive in promoting the stations and various
destinations along the line – though such arrangements are for the future.
Responses to the consultation from rail user groups have been called for, and NCRUG will be furnishing one in
due course. I’m mindful that Option C presents the greatest options including 3 trains an hour from Chester to
Frodsham in each direction and the opportunity for direct services to Leeds without changes at Victoria not to
mention improved frequency for Runcorn East. A half hourly service would mean connection times at Newton le
Willows for Manchester Piccadilly and Airport would be minimal. The views of individual members would be
welcome, please email chair@ncrug.org.uk. John Ryan has produced an impressive hand written 12 page report
providing a deep insight into the 3 options proposed, I hope to have the salient points digitalised and available
to view on the website in the near future.
The post-pandemic landscape is difficult to predict. The rate of shift back to rail will depend on whatever message
the government wishes to send on public transport usage at the time, but notwithstanding that, it is expected
there will be an increased demand for airport services and leisure routes along with a flattening demand for peak
hour commuter services in the short term. Longer term much will depend on the future structure of the fare
system, size of government subsidies to the industry, cost of motoring vs home working etc etc. In short, a
permanent reduction in services based on unknown future demand would be questionable.
Whilst overall NCRUG accepts the need to reduce demand on the Castlefield Corridor, the underlying suspicion
is that temporary timetable changes will become a permanent feature, and funds previously committed for
promised upgrades will be used to support other postponed (but much needed) schemes elsewhere. It’s my
observation that long term deferral of schemes invariably leads to eye watering cost blow outs and a heavily
pared back result with the final outcome being no particular scheme is ever completed as originally envisaged.
Tomorrow’s jam is thinly spread.

Community Rail Partnership (CRP)
The North Cheshire CRP, of which NCRUG sits on the management board, met on 25th January. Northern
provided a brief update; they are now on their Lockdown 3 timetable with Chester – Leeds services reduced to
2 hourly on average, and reduced ‘local’ services to Ellesmere Port from Helsby only. The last of the Class 195
rolling stock has been delivered (195133) and all Class 156 units have now been refurbished. The final re-furbed
class 150’s and 158 units are due soon. Friday 27th November 2020 goes down in history as the last Pacer
journey for Northern when unit 142004 served Kirby – Manchester Victoria. Perhaps there are a select few who
will miss these quirky and somewhat eccentric features of a previous era? Northern are also embarking on a
number of initiatives including some re-branding and a ‘Mobility Scooter scheme’ that includes Warrington Bank
Quay, Frodsham and Chester. Presumably this compatibility only applies to Class 195 units.
From Avanti West Coast: Timetable changes to 4 trains an hour will extend until end of March 2021.

At Warrington Bank Quay:
-

Real time bus screens to be installed in the next 12 months.
Plans have been drawn for automatic ticket gates and electric vehicle charge points.
Proposals have been submitted for cycle parking.

Network Rail also provided a brief update at the meeting; not surprisingly on time performance has reached
levels not previously experienced, though footfall at Manchester Piccadilly has fallen by some 80% from 2019
levels.
The CRP Chair, Garfield Southall, will also be chairing the Sustainable Transport Task Force. This task force is
a project created by the local council (CWaC), and although very much in its infancy will work to support the
various sustainable transport initiatives in the borough including rail, bus, cycling and walking in our area, this
directly compliments the work of the CRP. NCRUG looks forward to being able to contribute to the work of both
organisations with local knowledge and evidence as needed.

NCRUG Volunteering
Although TfW has embargoed any volunteer work at our stations for the time being, NCRUG is constantly looking
out for new volunteers to help keep our stations at an award-winning standard. Assuming the restrictions are
lifted later in Spring, I expect there will be quite some work required to clear out the overgrowth by then. The
Frodsham Youth Association has recently made contact with NCRUG querying whether station activity could
contribute to the ‘volunteer work’ component of the Duke of Edinburgh program the Youth Association currently
supports. Such an arrangement would be a ‘win win’ for all involved.

Secretary Position
As mentioned in the last NCRUG newsletter our secretary, Ced Green, has after many years of dedicated work
for the group announced his intention to step down from the position. The role of NCRUG secretary, although
important, is not an onerous job and in-depth knowledge of the rail industry is not a pre-requisite. If any member
should be interested in this role, please email chair@ncrug.org.uk.

Attached Articles
Attached below is a Llangollen Heritage Railway update from George Jones detailing progress at Corwen and
the recent flooding damage inflicted by Storm Christoph.
Also, below an account of a 2002 journey on the ‘Parliamentary’ over the Halton Curve by Don Rowland, a
member of the London North West Railway Society and reproduced with the kind permission of the Society.
Many thanks to Dr Patrick Milroy for finding this. Should any members wish to contribute an article or account
of interest for future newsletters please email them to the above address.

MW

The shape of things to come? Northern Class 195 passes through Frodsham en-route to Leeds.
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Visit our website at www.NCRUG.ORG.UK to leave your comments, favourable or otherwise, and to catch up on latest

Note: The opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of the individual contributors and are not necessarily those of the North
Cheshire Rail Users’ Group, (NCRUG).

Don’t forget to follow us on Facebook!
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